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Our 
purpose1

Wales’s historic buildings and archaeological monuments are as important a part of 
the heritage of Wales as its museum, archive and library collections. For that reason, 
the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales (RCAHMW) 
was set up in 1908 to research and record the castles and abbeys, churches and chapels, 
farmsteads and mines, cottages and public buildings, hillforts and burial mounds that 
make up the distinctive historic environment of Wales.

Dolgellau Hospital entrance (modern security lights and cameras removed). The medical history of Wales is long and 
complex, incorporating legendary medieval physicians, professional and ‘traditional’ early modern practitioners, and 
the development of localised healthcare systems which inspired the modern National Health Service. Part of this history 
is reflected in the diversity of Wales’s hospitals – from medieval ruins, to structures built or adapted during wartime, to 
modern facilities. NPRN 409686

The records we create as a result of our 
own fieldwork and through the deposit 
of material with us created by partner 
organisations and well-wishers, form the 
National Monuments Record of Wales 

(NMRW), Wales’s third national collection 
(along with the collections of Amgueddfa 
Cymru – National Museum Wales and the 
National Library of Wales).
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Stained glass window in Ffynone Synagogue, Swansea. NPRN 408696
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In undertaking this work, we aim to do 
much more than create a record for 
posterity, valuable as that is as evidence 
of the Wales of the past. The research we 
do to understand different types of historic 
building and monument allows the best 
examples to be identified and protected 
from demolition or harmful alterations, 
thus ensuring that they survive and that 
the historic environment of Wales remains 
rich, varied and rewarding for the people of 
Wales, now and in the future, and for the 
many visitors who form a vital part of the 
Welsh tourism economy. 
 
We have been sponsored by the Welsh 
Government since 1999; prior to that, 
funding came from the Welsh Office. Our 
core funding of £1.617m is supplemented 

The Commission consists of up to ten Royal Commissioners and a Chair 
who are Crown appointees recruited under the Welsh Government’s 
public appointments process. Commissioners meet formally twice a 
year, in April and October, to set the organisation’s strategic direction, 
and to oversee, challenge and advise staff, with two further meetings 
of the Corporate Governance Committee, in January and July. They also 
perform a valuable role in mentoring staff, serving on interview panels, 
undertaking peer review and providing guidance in their particular areas 
of expertise.

Commissioners

Our purpose
by income from grants and from book and 
photographic sales. This money pays for the 
offices we share with the National Library of 
Wales in Aberystwyth and for the storage of 
our records in a modern purpose-designed 
archive store. 

It also pays for the 38 specialist staff 
employed by the Royal Commission, 
including investigators who work in the 
field to record buildings and archaeological 
monuments and a dedicated team of 
public service staff and archivists who run 
the library and search room, answering 
queries and helping visitors find the material 
they need from our vast collection of 
photographs, drawings, documents and 
digital data sets.

Following the retirement of Dr 
Eurwyn Wiliam, Her Majesty The 
Queen appointed Professor Nancy 
Edwards – our first-ever female Chair 
– in March 2019.  The Queen also 
appointed maritime heritage expert 
Dr Hayley Roberts and 20th-century 

architecture specialist Jonathan 
Vining as Commissioners. With five 
female Commissioners and four 
male, the Commission is pleased to 
have corrected the previous gender 
imbalance.
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Current Board of Commissioners

Top row left to right:
Chair: Professor Nancy Edwards BA, PhD, FBA, FLSW, FSA
Vice-Chair: Ms Catherine S. Hardman MA, MA, FSA
Mr Thomas O. S. Lloyd MA, OBE, DL, FSA
Mrs Caroline Crewe-Read BA, MPhil, FRSA, MAPM
Mr Neil Beagrie BA, FRSA

Bottom row left to right:
Dr Louise Emanuel MA, MSc, PhD, PGCODE
Mr Chris Brayne
Dr Hayley Roberts LLB, PhD, FHEA
Mr Jonathan Vining BSc, BArch, MSc, RIBA, AoU

Mr Christopher Catling MA, FSA, MCIfA

Secretary (CEO)
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In memoriam: Anna Rhoslyn Evans

It was with great sadness that we learned in August 2019 of the death of Anna Evans, our 
Unloved Heritage? Project Officer, following an incident at a campsite near Caernarfon. 
Anna’s arts background, love of history and experience of working with young people 
enabled her to bring imagination and enthusiasm to her work at the Commission. 

Her management of the Commission’s 
‘Ceredigion Off-limits?’ project, funded by 
the National Lottery Heritage Fund, revealed 
how working with young people can give 
new insights into the way we think about 
the places and history all around us. It is a 
genuinely youth-led project that benefits 
from the commitment and dedication of the 

Ceredigion Heritage Youth Panel (CHYPs), a 
group set up by Anna while she was working 
with Ceredigion Museum. Her legacy will go 
far beyond the results of this project. During 
her time with us she revolutionised the 
way we think about engaging with people 
of all ages and backgrounds; she was an 
inspiration to us all.
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‘Welsh in the Workplace’ awards
The Royal Commission is delighted to have won the ‘Welsh in the Workplace’ Employer 
Award 2018 (Ceredigion, Powys and Carmarthenshire). We also congratulate David Thomas 
on winning the ‘Welsh in the Workplace’ learner of the year award, and Tom Pert and Reina 
van der Wiel, who were runners-up.

David Thomas, Sue Billingsley (HR Manager), Angharad Williams (Welsh Language Officer) and Reina van der Wiel at 
the ‘Welsh in the Workplace’ ceremony.
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Our fieldwork
and research                                         2

The Royal Commission’s team of highly experienced field staff carry out a busy 
programme of survey work to record and interpret Wales’s most significant historic 
buildings, landscapes and ancient monuments through archaeological survey, 
photography, 3D laser scanning, aerial photography and LiDAR (aerial laser scanning). 
Our strategy for survey includes thematic or area-based projects to develop knowledge 
and understanding of elements of our heritage that are under-represented, of 
outstanding importance, or at risk from neglect, environmental damage or development.

Aerial survey:  
rewriting history after the 2018 drought
The hot and dry weather conditions of 
April to June 2018 provided exceptional 
conditions for recording buried archaeology 
revealed through parch marks and 
cropmarks. Rather than revisit Wales’s well 
studied cropmark zones, many of which have 
been intensively surveyed for nearly 50 years, 
we chose to survey areas where the biggest 

Newly discovered Iron Age settlement complex near Chepstow, 19 July 2018.

questions remained. In all, 100 new sites 
were discovered across Wales during three 
intensive weeks when 5,700 photographs 
were taken, with several coastal flights 
funded by the European-Union CHERISH 
Project (see page 20) and aerial survey of 
the Strata Florida landscape funded by the 
Strata Florida Trust.
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Among Prehistoric discoveries, one of the 
largest barrow cemeteries yet known in 
Pembrokeshire was recorded at Crosswell 
(NPRN 423423) as well as new barrow 
cemeteries near Ruthin (NPRN 424494 and 
424495) and a hengiform monument at 
Downs in the Vale of Glamorgan (NPRN 
423455). Many Iron Age prehistoric 
defended enclosures were discovered, 
including a rare lowland example in the 
Vale of Clwyd at Gellifor (NPRN 423430), a 
complex multivallate site above Abersoch at 
Fach Farm (NPRN 423304) initially thought 
to be a Roman watchtower and a major 
defended settlement complex at Wet Wood, 
St Arvans, Monmouthshire (NPRN 424030), 
which is being interpreted as a seat of power 
constructed by the Iron Age people of the 
region overlooking the Wye valley.

Newly discovered small Roman fort near Magor, south Wales, 6 July 2018.

Probable early medieval graves were added 
to the Bronze Age barrow cemetery at 
Dollwen, Ceredigion (NPRN 423785), and 
new parchmark information was recorded 

Significant additions to our knowledge 
of Roman Wales include two marching 
camps (at Three Cocks, Powys, NPRN 
423861, and Five Lanes, Monmouthshire, 
NPRN 423454), two new auxiliary forts (at 
Carrow Hill, Monmouthshire, NPRN 423337, 
and Three Cocks, Powys, NPRN 423858) 
and one confirmed at Great House, Usk, 
Monmouthshire, NPRN 86829). Several 
potential villa sites have been recorded 
and an astonishing range of previously 
unsuspected extra-mural buildings at Pen 
y Gaer Roman fort, Cwmdu, Powys (NPRN 
92190). A newly recorded Roman road 
south of Carmarthen strongly suggests the 
existence of an undiscovered Roman fort or 
port at Kidwelly.

at Cadw’s guardianship monuments across 
Wales, showing hitherto unknown buildings 
within and around Denbigh Castle, Tintern 
Abbey and St Dogmaels Abbey.
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Media impact 
The finds, initially described on our Facebook 
pages on 6 and 10 July 2018, led to a surge 
of media interest from around the world. 
Interviews were recorded with radio stations 
in Wales, Canada, the United States and New 
Zealand – lack of time meant that requests 
from Japan and the Al Jazeera news agency 
could not be fulfilled.

Equally, a long list of requests from 
competing production companies had 
to be turned down; time only permitted 

Dr Toby Driver, Senior Investigator (Aerial Survey) and Sir Tony Robinson on Hidden Britain by Drone.

More substantial articles appeared in Current 
Archaeology, British Archaeology and Cadw’s 
Heritage of Wales magazine, whilst a major 
paper on the Roman discoveries, written 
by Toby Driver, Barry Burnham and Jeffrey 
Davies, has been accepted for publication in 
2020 in the peer-reviewed journal Britannia. 

The 2018 discoveries also prompted 
new fieldwork. A geophysical survey of 
the potential Roman watchtower site at 

filming with the BBC’s The One Show, and 
the ‘Heatwave Special’ of Channel Four’s 
Hidden Britain by Drone, presented by Sir 
Tony Robinson. Striking photographs of 
Welsh cropmarks made headline news on 
the websites of Fox News and the New York 
Post. The Royal Commission’s own website 
experienced its highest ever volume of traffic, 
prompting us to revamp the front page to 
promote our aerial archaeology collections 
as a whole, not just this year’s images. 

Abersoch was carried out with funding 
from the CHERISH project, while Cadw 
funded the Dyfed Archaeological Trust 
to carry out geophysical survey work at 
potential villa sites in Pembrokeshire and 
Carmarthenshire. Excavations by the Clwyd-
Powys Archaeological Trust at Abbey Cwmhir 
confirmed that the cluster of ‘pits’ recorded 
during our aerial survey on 9 July 2018 is a 
well-preserved medieval graveyard located 
west of the abbey.
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The buildings of the twentieth century display an exciting diversity of forms and styles 
from turn-of-the-century Arts and Crafts to post-war Brutalism. These different styles reflect 
major changes in Welsh and global society and culture: the rise of tourism and leisure, mass 
car ownership, the provision of social housing, along with welfare, health and educational 
reform, have all brought innovative new building projects. Many of these buildings are now 
at risk from dereliction and demolition and the Commission is working to ensure that the 
best examples are recorded and understood. 

Wrexham Police Station 
was built between 1973 
and 1975, designed by 
architect Stuart Brown in 
conjunction with County 
Architect Eric Langford 
Lewis. Built of reinforced 
concrete, the site is 
dominated by the striking 
eight-storey central 
tower, cantilevered out 
from a concrete ‘stalk’ 
containing the stair and 
lift shafts. This 42ft 
structure contained the 
main offices and briefing 
and interview rooms, 
as well as customised 
space for the Special 
Branch. The doors to this 
striking building were 
closed in January 2019 
prior to demolition and 
redevelopment; the Royal 
Commission was granted 
access to carry out a 
photographic survey the 
results of which, together 
with plans of the complex, 
will be archived within 
the National Monuments 
Record of Wales.

Twentieth-century heritage at risk

Wrexham Police Station. NPRN 424383  

Our fieldwork and reseach
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Coleg Harlech and Theatr Ardudwy (NPRNs 
407668 and 407907) are part of a complex 
on the west coast of Merioneth built around 
Plas Wernfawr, an Arts and Crafts house 
of 1908-1910 built by Scottish architect 
George Walton for Kodak Managing 
Director George Davison. Bought in 1925 
through the intervention of Thomas Jones, 
the site was run as a residential college for 
adult education until 2017, with a library 
added and murals by the artist Robert 
Baker, commissioned in the early 1930s, 
documenting the ethos of the institution. 
Major development took place in the late 

Foyer at Theatr Ardudwy, Harlech. NPRN 407907  

1960s with the addition of the 12-storey 
accommodation tower and the replacement 
of a music hall (which has been destroyed 
by fire) by Theatr Ardudwy, both having 
been designed by the architect Gerald 
Latter of the Colwyn Foulkes Partnership 
and regarded as fine examples of concrete 
Brutalism. A comprehensive photographic 
record has been made, including 360-degree 
gigapixel photography of key spaces, and 
this, together with a research report on 
the buildings, will be archived within the 
National Monuments Record of Wales.
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Cruck-trusses supporting Maestorglwyd Barn, Llanigon, south of Hay-on-Wye. From the collections of the 
National Monuments Record of Wales: © Paul R. Davis. NPRN 25890

Dendrochronology
This year’s tree-ring dating programme has taken the form of a partnership with Swansea 
University as part of the Knowledge Economy Skills Scholarship II (KESS II) programme. We 
are jointly supporting a research student who will undertake research work in the field of 
‘Stable isotope dating of historic buildings across Wales’ supervised by Professor Neil Loader 
and Professor Danny McCarroll. Sometimes dendrochronology fails to provide a date. A new 
form of scientific dating measures the stable oxygen isotopes in the tree rings and compares 
these to a reference chronology in a manner similar to conventional dendrochronology.

Our fieldwork and reseach
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A recent application of the technique 
by Swansea University, the Oxford 
Dendrochronology Laboratory and the 
Royal Commission successfully dated 
Maestorglwyd, an early cruck-framed 
hallhouse near Hay-on-Wye. The technique 
showed that the timber used to build 

Tithe Barn, Abergavenny. NPRN 43353

The successful application of oxygen isotope 
dating opens up the possibility of dating 
previously undateable buildings. The Royal 
Commission’s samples from the tithe barn 

Maestorglwyd was felled in Winter 1411/12 
during the final years of Owain Glyndŵr’s 
revolt. The KESS-funded research will 
focus on the fast-grown timbers of west 
Wales with short ring sequences which 
are impossible to date using conventional 
dendrochronology.

in Abergavenny, which failed to date using 
conventional dendrochronology, will also 
be analysed at Swansea using the new 
technique. 
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Partnerships
and grants                                         3

Over recent years, the Royal Commission has developed professional partnerships with key 
organisations engaged in understanding, protecting, enhancing and creating access to 
the natural and cultural heritage of Wales, including the RSPB, the National Trust, Natural 
Resources Wales, the Universities of Wales Trinity St David’s, Swansea, Cardiff, Bangor, 
Chester and Aberystwyth, and a number of local authorities and volunteer groups.

Helen Rowe (left), U-boat project Community Engagement Officer, at Y Lle Hanes, held in Cardiff, which was a 
collaboration between Amgueddfa Cymru - National Museum Wales, Cadw, the National Library of Wales, Cardiff Story 
Museum, Glamorgan Archives, Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust, the Heritage and Cultural Exchange Tiger Bay 
and the World, and the Royal Commission.

We have also been successful in securing 
funding to enhance our core Welsh 
Government grant from the National Lottery 
Heritage Fund, the European Union Inter-Reg 
Fund, Cadw and the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council. These projects now 

account for c. 18 per cent of our income and 
this has enabled us to take on additional 
staff to undertake activities that contribute 
to the achievement of our Royal Warrant 
remit of historic environment research and 
record curation.
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The Historic Wales  
Strategic Partnership
The Historic Wales Strategic Partnership was set up in 2017 to foster co-operation and 
partnership between the four national institutions responsible for Welsh cultural heritage 
– the Royal Commission, Cadw, Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales and the 
National Library of Wales. The Partnership has four main work groups on which the Royal 
Commission is represented both by staff members and by trades union nominees. These 
meet regularly to ensure the pursuit of actions relating to commercial opportunities, 
customer service, skills development and support services.

People’s Collection Wales
We continue our role leading the Innovation strand of the People’s Collection Wales (PCW). 
This year saw the launch of two new websites using the PCW microsite platform: Unloved 
Heritage? (unlovedheritage.wales/) and U-Boat Project Wales 1914-18: Commemorating the 
War at Sea (uboatproject.wales/).

The skills development group delivered a 
strategic plan to the Deputy Minister in 2018 
with a set of recommendations that have 
been accepted in principle; these include 
undertaking a detailed skills audit to identify 

what specialist skills will be needed by the 
sector in years to come and how those skills 
are going to be fostered through a mix of 
targeted recruitment, training and up-skilling 
of existing staff.

https://unlovedheritage.wales/
https://uboatproject.wales/
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We also produced a report that identifies 
potential uses of digital heritage to help 
to increase social inclusion and wellbeing 
(particularly for people living with dementia) 
and recommendation on how they can be 

Partnerships and grants

realised through PCW. This work, which 
involves relationship building as well as 
making technical improvements, will 
continue next year.
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The CHERISH  
climate change project
Led by the Royal Commission and established with €4.1 million of EU funds, CHERISH is a five-
year project that brings together four partners from Wales and Ireland to study the impacts of 
climate change on the coastal heritage and communities of the Irish Sea basin.

A CHERISH community monitoring group has been set up in Pembrokeshire to monitor the inter-tidal wreck of the 
Albion. NPRN 272842

CHERISH has organised sessions on heritage 
and climate change at the 2018 European 
Association of Archaeologists conference in 
Barcelona and the Landscape Archaeology 
Conference in Newcastle upon Tyne. The 
project held a professional seminar for over 
80 stakeholders from Wales, Ireland, England 
and Scotland who work in the historic and 
natural environment sectors in Llandudno 

The second year of the project has seen 
the team complete baseline monitoring on 
nine of the 13 sites identified for study in 
Wales, created or updated 82 new historic 
environment records and archived 959 
items. Aerial survey work resulted in new 

archaeological discoveries in CHERISH 
project areas, including prehistoric animal 
footprints in north Wales, crop marks in 
Pembrokeshire and Gwynedd and a new 
intertidal wreck in north Wales.

in May 2018. In October, 40 members of 
the public attended a CHERISH day school 
called “Facing the Storms” to learn about the 
work of the project. Guided walks were held 
throughout the year at the CHERISH site 
at Dinas Dinlle, in Gwynedd, and talks were 
given to community groups in Ceredigion, 
Pembrokeshire and Gwynedd.
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‘The U-boat project’
The two-year U-Boat War project, supported by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, 
is a partnership between the Royal Commission, Bangor University and the Nautical 
Archaeology Society and some 20 museums and community groups around Wales.

A flotilla of boats, each commemorating a life lost, handcrafted by local children and community groups in Llanelli. The 
flotilla now forms part of Parc Howard Museum’s permanent collection.

Partnerships and grants
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Ground-breaking marine geophysical survey 
techniques have been used to capture high-
resolution images of German U-boats and 
the ships that they sank around the Welsh 
coast in 1917 and 1918. Data from the scans 
have been used to create 3D models using 
digital printing technology and to show 
what lies beneath the waves through a series 
of ‘virtual dives’. Our community partners 

The project website https://uboatproject.
wales/ now showcases the stories that the 
project and its partners uncovered as well as 
a host of interactive exhibits created from 
the multi-beam sonar data.  

Portrait of a lost mariner at Ynyslas beach, Ceredigion, on 11 November 2018, as part of the UK-wide Pages of the Sea 
commemoration project that we collaborated with.

have undertaken research, created artistic 
interpretations, hosted exhibitions and 
community days and held commemorative 
events to capture untold stories and 
commemorate the losses. Ecological surveys 
have been conducted on some of the wrecks 
and may serve as a baseline for monitoring 
future changes to the Welsh coast and its 
marine fauna.

Some of the stories uncovered by the project 
will be used as the basis for a host of cross-
curricular materials being developed for use 
in secondary schools across Wales.

https://uboatproject.wales/
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Our 
archive                                     4

The National Monuments Record of Wales (NMRW) is a permanent national archive 
for the historic environment of Wales, maintained for the use of current and future 
generations and kept alive by the constant updating and enhancement of the record 
that results from our own fieldwork and the deposit of material about the historic 
environment created by other organisations in Wales and beyond.

1,600,000 
negatives

2,000,000 
photographs

8.4 TB 
of digital data 

50,000 
drawings

32,000 
reports relating to  

buildings and monuments

45,000 
maps of 

various scales
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With its in excess of 2 million photographs, 
its specialist library and its many thousands 
of drawings, surveys, reports and maps, the 
NMRW is in constant use and underpins 
educational work in schools, research in 
universities, the work of TV producers and 
book publishers, planning and development 
decisions, family history research, lifelong 
learning and community heritage projects. 

John Cornwell Collection

Two digital images taken from acetate 
negatives in the John Cornwell Collection: 
left (NPRN 634351), a group of workers and 
a coal wagon at the Ocean Deep Navigation 
Colliery, which produced the high-quality 
‘steam coal’ that was in great demand 
around the world for fuelling steam ships 

14,545  
catalogue entries for digital records

This year:

23,320  
catalogue records created –  
(last year 10,728)

We also have an active programme of 
digitising selected archive holdings using 
our in-house digitisation unit. This includes 
conservation scanning of photographic 
negatives at-risk and digitisation of targeted 
historic collections. Reduced resolution 
versions of the images produced through 
digitisation are made directly available to 
the public via our Coflein website.

and industrial boilers during the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. David Davies, 
the colliery owner, became the first Welsh 
millionaire; right NPRN (634284), miners 
at Mardy Colliery pose alongside a wagon 
containing the last tram load of coal raised 
in the Rhondda on 30 June 1986.
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New acquisitions
Alongside a great number of archaeological project archives from Archaeology Wales, 
Archaeological Perspectives Analysis Consultancy, Trysor, Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust 
and Gwynedd Archaeological Trust, some of the most notable acquisitions in 2018-19 
include:

• Records from the North Wales Slate Industry World Heritage Site bid, including four 
urban characterisation reports as well as associated photography (more than 600 digital 
images) commissioned by Gwynedd County Council and undertaken by Richard Hayman. 

Bethesda War Memorial, looking north, produced by Richard Hayman 16 February 2017. NPRN 637778

• Architectural drawings and miscellaneous material produced or collected by Mervyn 
Pritchard, donated by Commissioner Thomas Lloyd including many of the drawings 
produced for publication in the Royal Commission’s Pembrokeshire and Merioneth 
inventories.

• A collection of slides and related registers produced or collected by Cadw and its 
predecessor, the Welsh Office, including an extensive collection of 35mm negatives and 
associated log sheets relating to scheduled ancient monuments.

• The Richard Barrett Collection of digital colour photographs of chapel exteriors in Wales, 
the first batch of images from an ongoing project. 

Our archive
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Front elevation and entrance of Tabernacl Independent Chapel, Coleshill Terrace, Llanelli. Photographed by Richard 
Barrett on 15 July 2018. NPRN 643920

• Nancy Edwards Collection – research and publication notes relating to the South-West 
and North Wales volumes of A Corpus of Early medieval Inscribed Stones and Stone 
Sculpture in Wales.

• Records relating to excavations at Tintern and Usk (and others) carried out by the late 
Paul Courtney in the 1970s.

• Photographs, measured drawings and a condition report for the North Wales Hospital, 
Denbigh, deposited as a condition of planning consent.

• The Stanley R. Jones collection (donated by his family) of drawings and associated 
records relating to vernacular buildings in mid Wales.
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Gelliswick Bay Wrecks, off the coast just west of Milford Haven; an oblique aerial photograph taken during the Royal 
Commission’s programme of archaeological aerial reconnaissance by Toby Driver on 30 September 2015. Wrecks and 
other structures in the intertidal zone only show intermittently, so reconnaissance flights are regularly timetabled during 
periods of low spring tides and following major storms when features are at their most clear. NPRN 652993

C.2,700  
Cadw Registered Files 
have been catalogued, 
rehoused and filed.

C.650  
digital colour 
photographs taken by 
Paul R. Davis have been 
catalogued.

1,200  
digital colour photographs 
have been added to the 
RCAHMW Colour Oblique 
Digital Aerial Photographs 
Collection.

Our archive
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Public 
services                                         5

The NMRW’s enquiry service responded to just under 3,000 requests for information 
during the year, ranging from records required for historical research or to inform 
archaeological impact assessments and watching briefs to orders for aerial photographs 
to provide evidence for boundary disputes.

Photographs and animations from our archives have been used in many television programmes including, Bargain 
Hunt (BBC), Hidden Wales (BBC), 6 Nations Sin Bin (BBC), Ar Werth (S4C), Adre (S4C) and The £4 Million Renovation: a 
House Lost in Time for More4. Our images have also been used to illustrate books, information panels, exhibitions and 
have even been made into key rings and fridge magnets. Welsh Government included our photographs in the policy 
document, Minister’s Priorities for the Historic Environment.

We have seen an increase in the number 
of Welsh language enquiries this year. As 
well as the 318 Welsh enquiries received, 
two classes of adult Welsh learners visited 
our library and search room as part of their 

course and we welcomed 52 children from 
a local Welsh medium primary school who 
spent time with us looking at the impact of 
Iron Age and Romano-British people on the 
landscape of Ceredigion.

11,212 transactions 
carried out by our search 
room staff in response to 
2,970 enquiries (last year 
7,719 and 1,822)

99.8% of enquiries 
answered within 15 
working days

1,126 new items 
added to our online 
library catalogue

1,180 users 
welcomed to our 
public search 
room (last year 
792)

This year:
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User satisfaction
In a National Survey of Visitors to UK Archives conducted over eight weeks in 2018, 77 
per cent of respondents gave us the maximum score of 10 and nobody gave us a score 
less than 8. This complements our own findings: 92 per cent of those completing our user 
satisfaction form gave us a maximum score of 5 indicating that the service was ‘excellent’. 
Our finding aids (on Coflein) are regarded as easy to use and our staff are rated as friendly, 
approachable and knowledgeable. 

Public services

Rhodri Lewis (right), Enquiries & Library Assistant, showing archive material to students from Aberystwyth University’s 
Department of Information Studies.
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Group visits
We welcomed a large number of group visits to our library and search room this year which 
included staff from Natural Resources Wales and Aberystwyth Arts Centre and students 
of archaeology, geography and earth sciences, Welsh, theatre and film, library studies, 
architecture and archive administration. For each group a talk was provided explaining how 
our resources could be used to further their research, relevant material from our archives was 
displayed and we gave a ‘behind the scenes’ tour of our archive stores. We also welcomed 
visitors during the annual Open Doors and Explore your Archives events. 

Library volunteers
In September 2018 we hosted an introductory afternoon for potential volunteers, as a result 
of which eight new volunteers were enrolled to work on the library collections. They and 
our existing volunteers have focused on cataloguing the Vernacular Architecture Group’s 
off-print collection and compiling assessment reports for our rare and antiquarian books, 
contributing 464 hours of work to the library this year, for which we are extremely grateful.

Lifelong learning
In 2018-19 we provided a total of

via 4  
students placements

59
hours of Further & Higher  

Education training

2,560
hours of volunteering

Skills for the Future placement
This year, the Commission hosted its first trainee under the National Lottery Heritage Fund’s 
Skills for the Future programme, which is providing 33 work experience places for young 
people who were not previously in education, employment or training. The trainee joined 
us for three month and assisted the Youth Project Co-ordinator on the Unloved Heritage: 
Ceredigion Off-limits? project while successfully completing two units of the NVQ Level 2 
Certificate in Cultural Heritage.

(incl. 464 in the Library)
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Community  
engagement  6

All of our public engagement activities are designed to enrich the lives of individuals 
and communities through engagement in cultural and heritage activities. In this way 
we contribute to the Welsh Government’s Programme for Government to help everyone 
achieve their potential, reduce inequality, and improve economic and social well-being 
in such key areas as skills training and empowering people to make best use of digital 
technologies.

We hosted a total of 

124,783
participants in community  
and outreach programmes

of which

113,416
viewed 

our exhibitions

and

11,367
people participated

in our events

Our staff are in constant demand as public 
speakers and they work hard to share the 
results of their work through publications, 
talks, lectures, guided walks, open days 
and events. Our lecture programme saw 
capacity audiences at the National Library 

of Wales and elsewhere for lectures as varied 
as Ceredigion’s Oldest Houses, our historic 
aerial photographic collection, Nonconformist 
Chapels of Wales, 18th century European 
travellers to Wales, and witchcraft.
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The ‘Ceredigion Off-limits?’  
youth project
Funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, the Royal Commission’s ‘Ceredigion Off-
limits?’ youth project started in the summer of 2017. The project is part of a larger ‘Unloved 
Heritage?’ project, led by Cadw, that is working with groups of young people across Wales. Now 
in its second year, the project has been recognised for its bottom-up approach – the project 
is led by young people and reflects their views about the heritage and what they value from 
the past. Our part of the project is led by the young, enthusiastic and committed members 
of the Ceredigion Heritage Youth Panel, known as the CHYPs. As well as undertaking their 
own activities, the CHYPS deliver activities for other youth groups, including the Youth Justice 
Prevention Service team at Ceredigion Council.

Joseff Thomas and Emily Mcauley curating Llawrcwmbach paper archive.
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During 2018–19 the participants devised 
a project called Home, Hearth, Life and 
Death: searching for homespun tales in 
Ceredigion’s hidden homes and households. 
A key part of the project was to record the 
contents of a house at the former lead mine 
at Llawrcwmbach, near Bontgoch. Many 
items had survived from the time when the 
house was occupied as a farmhouse in the 
1950s. The CHYPs carried out recording work 
with the Commission’s Senior Investigator 

© Lauren Vickerman Poppet Studios Photography. A firm highlight of the year was the CHYPs being selected as one of 
the three shortlisted projects in the ‘Best Contribution to a Heritage Project by Young People’ category in the Heritage 
Angels Awards.

“The project has allowed me to learn first-hand 
about teaching skills to young people.”

“The project is offering me a chance to develop 
my leadership skills.”

Community engagement
(Historic Buildings) before documenting the 
artefacts recovered from the property, some 
of which have been donated by the owner of 
the house to Ceredigion Museum. To develop 
their skills, the group also participated 
in specialist workshops run by the Royal 
Commission including Virtual Reality 
technology, LIDAR, and dendrochronology 
methods (by taking samples at Llanfihangel-
y-Creuddyn church).
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The Heritage 
Angel Awards Wales
In partnership with Cadw, the Royal Commission organised a highly 
successful Heritage Angel Awards Wales event at Caerphilly Castle in 
November 2018, when distinguished figures from the media and heritage 
worlds paid tribute to heritage volunteers in Wales and their achievements.
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Guests who gathered for the gala event, sponsored by the Andrew Lloyd Webber 
Foundation, were shown video profiles of people and projects shortlisted for 
awards, before the winners were announced in the following six categories:

• Best Contribution to a Heritage Project by Young People: awarded to Thornhill 
Primary School for their Armistice Cantata, a musical written by the pupils based on the 
research they carried out at Glamorgan Archives into the history of the First World War.

• Best Heritage Research, Interpretation or Recording Project: awarded to Voices from 
the Factory Floor, in which volunteers trained in oral history techniques recorded over 
200 interviews all over Wales to gather the experiences of women who did factory work 
between 1945 and 1975. 

• Best Craftsperson or Apprentice on a Heritage Rescue or Repair Project: awarded 
to Matthew Roberts and Brett Burnell for work on Llys Llywelyn at St Fagans National 
Museum of History, a reconstruction of the thirteenth-century great hall of Llywelyn 
ap Iorwerth (Llywelyn the Great), Prince of Gwynedd, based on written records and the 
excavated remains of his palace complex on Anglesey.  

• Best Rescue of a Historic Building or Place under £5 million: awarded to Yr Ysgwrn, 
home of Hedd Wyn, the Welsh farmer-poet, who was posthumously awarded the 
bard’s chair at the 1917 National Eisteddfod having lost his life at the Battle of 
Passchendaele.  

• Best Rescue of a Historic Building or Place over £5 million: awarded to St Fagans 
National Museum of History for the transformation of the museum to create new 
exhibition space for the museum’s rich social history and archaeology collections and 
new spaces for educational and community engagement work. 

• Public vote for the Best Historic Building Rescue project: awarded to Insole Court, 
the former home of one of Cardiff’s great coal-merchant families, saved by community 
effort and restored by the Insole Court Trust at a cost of £4.5m. 
 
Full details can be viewed on the Heritage Angel Awards Wales website:  
https://rcahmw.gov.uk/about-us/heritageangelawardswales/

Community engagement 

https://rcahmw.gov.uk/about-us/heritageangelawardswales/
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Maps Symposium
In partnership with the National Library of Wales, we delivered the third Carto-
Cymru Map Symposium in May 2018 on the theme of ‘Charting the Sea’. The 
sessions we delivered on our CHERISH and U-Boat projects were regarded as the 
highlights of the symposium.

Participants of the Carto-Cymru Map Symposium 2018, including the Commission’s Daniel Hunt (second from left), 
CHERISH Investigator, and Deanna Groom (second from right), Senior Investigator (Maritime).
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2018: Year of the Sea
 
The Royal Commission contributed to the Year of the Sea in Wales with an exhibition, 
supported by Cadw and jointly curated by ourselves, the National Library of Wales and 
Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales, called Tra Môr yn Fur / Wales and the Sea. 
The exhibition at the National Library of Wales ran from 29 September 2018 to 23 February 
2019. We also produced a smaller version of the exhibition, which opened at the Swansea 
Waterfront Museum in November 2018, and a touring version, which has been in great 
demand at venues across Wales, including Cardigan Castle, the RSPB Ynys-hir Nature 
Reserve and various Cadw sites. S4C’s ‘Heno’ and ‘Prynhawn Da’ television programmes 
helped to promote the exhibitions through interviews with our Public Engagement Manager, 
Angharad Williams.

Carmarthen Library hosted the exhibition in December 2018, with a number of local schools invited to attend.

Community engagement
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The Year of the Sea was also the theme of Y 
Lle Hanes (‘The History Stand’) at the 2018 
National Eisteddfod, held in Cardiff Bay. 
Launched by the Deputy Minister for Culture, 
Sport and Tourism, Y Lle Hanes displayed 
objects and archive photographs illustrating 
the history of the diverse sea-going 
communities of the Cardiff Bay area. The 
stand was located in a prominent position in 
the Millennium Centre and attracted 6,115 
visitors, including those who attended our 
workshops on aerial photography and the 
U-boat War project.

To mark the Year of the Sea, the U-boat 
and CHERISH projects were featured. Our 
stand was visited by around 1,050 people, 
including Wales’s First Minister and the 

The Commission’s stand at the Royal Welsh 
Show enabled members of the Ceredigion 
Heritage Youth Panel to promote their 
Ceredigion Off Limits? project and to 
demonstrate our use of Virtual Reality 
technology to recreate the appearance 
of Tintern Abbey as it would have been 
experienced by travellers in the 18th century, 
as part of our ‘Journey to The Past: Wales 
in Historic Travel Writing from France and 
Germany’ project.

Deputy Minister for Culture, Sport and 
Tourism and the Westminster Minister for 
Culture, Media and Sport.
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Digital 
services and resources                                         7

Our more specialised websites include:
• Britain from Above (https://britainfromabove.org.uk/), featuring images from the 

Aerofilms collection;

• Digital Dissent: the story of Welsh chapels (http://www.welshchapels.org/), exploring 
our Welsh chapel heritage in terms of religion, architecture, culture and society;

• The Inventory of Historic Battlefields in Wales (http://battlefields.rcahmw.gov.uk/), 
an interpretative, educational and research resource aimed at increasing knowledge, 
raising awareness and prompting further research on battlefields and other historic 
conflict sites in Wales;

• The List of Historic Place Names (https://historicplacenames.rcahmw.gov.uk/), an 
index of names given to, or held by, geographical locations identified from sources that 
predate the First World War;

• People’s Collection Wales (https://www.peoplescollection.wales/), managed in 
partnership with the National Library of Wales and Amgueddfa Cymru–National 
Museum Wales, this huge resource consists of archive materials telling the story 
of Wales and its people through images, documents, sound and film donated by 
individuals and community groups;

Digital technology underpins delivery of the Commission’s Royal Warrant and our 
remit from Welsh Government and is at the core of our work as an information-based 
organisation. We are at the forefront of innovative survey and GIS technologies and our 
Digital Past conference is renowned internationally as the place where researchers and 
practitioners gather to share their experience of all aspects of digital heritage.

Coflein (coflein.gov.uk) is the online 
database for the National Monuments 
Record of Wales (NMRW), the national 
collection of information about the historic 
environment of Wales. The name is derived 
from the Welsh cof (memory) and lein 
(line). Coflein allows access to details of 
many thousands of archaeological sites, 
monuments, buildings and maritime sites 
in Wales, together with the cross-referenced 
catalogue of the drawings, manuscripts and 
photographs held in the NMRW archive 
collections.

Our corporate website features our events 
and publications as well as our popular blog 
(www.rcahmw.gov.uk/news), which is the 
place to which Friends and followers of the 
Royal Commission and the media come for 
the latest news on our work and on wider 
developments in the heritage sector.

The library catalogue (https://rcahmw.koha-
ptfs.co.uk/) provides online access to the 
Royal Commission’s library collections, which 
cover all aspects of Welsh archaeology, 
architecture, history, maritime archaeology, 
topography and cartography, planning 
legislation and historic environment strategy.

https://britainfromabove.org.uk/
http://www.welshchapels.org/
http://battlefields.rcahmw.gov.uk/
https://historicplacenames.rcahmw.gov.uk/
https://www.peoplescollection.wales/
https://coflein.gov.uk/
https://rcahmw.gov.uk/news/
https://rcahmw.koha-ptfs.co.uk/
https://rcahmw.koha-ptfs.co.uk/
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• Unloved Heritage? (https://unlovedheritage.wales/), a programme of community 
archaeology activities designed to engage, enthuse and inspire young people 
throughout Wales to get involved with their local heritage;

• U-Boat Project Wales 1914-18: Commemorating the War at Sea (https://uboatproject.
wales/), using innovative imaging techniques to reveal underwater wrecks from the 
Great War as well as the previously untold stories about the Great War at Sea from 
coastal communities around Wales.

• Journey to the Past (http://footsteps.bangor.ac.uk/en/), a multimedia website 
promoting historic heritage tourism in Wales (in partnership with Bangor University and 
the University of Wales Centre for Advanced Welsh and Celtic Studies).

The APAPA captured on the seabed a century after her sinking.  
Image produced by SEACAMS2, Bangor University for the U-boat Project, 2018.

(https://unlovedheritage.wales/
https://uboatproject.wales/
https://uboatproject.wales/
http://footsteps.bangor.ac.uk/en/
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This year, we have seen: 

a 173 per cent 

increase in the number of sessions
on the Royal Commission corporate 
website (151,247 versus 55,414 last 
year), due in part to interest in the aerial 
discoveries of the summer’s drought 
and the Heritage Angel Awards.

Digital services and resources 

Among the other digital highlights of the 
year, 2018-19 saw us with crowdsourcing 
nominations for the Heritage Angel Awards 
Wales. We also ran a public vote in which 
over 2,700 members of the public voted 
for their favourite project. We launched the 
Royal Commission’s Sketchfab channel in 
2018, providing public access to interactive 
3D models generated through survey 
projects such as CHERISH and U-Boats 
(sketchfab.com/CBHC_RCAHMW). We 
worked with the People’s Collection Wales 
to develop the U-Boat Project Wales 
website (uboatproject.wales), making a 
huge array of resources available, including 
a gallery of all the digital material held 

in the People’s Collection Wales relating 
to the Great War, virtual dives to explore 
wrecks on the seabed, point-cloud models, 
stories from communities throughout 
Wales, detailed information on eighteen 
featured wrecks and an interactive map of 
all First World War losses in Welsh waters. 
We also mounted demonstrations of our 
digital resources targeting young people 
attending the Ceredigion Careers Festival 
and an interactive, family-friendly event in 
the Education Room of the National Library 
of Wales during half-term week in February 
2019, showcasing virtual reality, 360-degree 
tours and gaming environments.

771,347 

sessions across all Royal Commission  
web services

a 56 per cent  

increase in sessions on the Historic Place Names website  
(88,013 versus 56,513 last year).  

https://sketchfab.com/CBHC_RCAHMW
https://uboatproject.wales
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The Historic  
Place Names of Wales
We continued to expand the List of Historic Place Names of Wales with information from 
Edward Lhuyd’s Parochialia, the full tithe map information from the HLF-funded Cynefin 
Project and other sources. Members of the public and various local projects – such as the Perci 
Penfro collection from northern Pembrokeshire – have begun sending material to be added 
to the list from across Wales. Two students on work placements from Aberystwyth University 
supported the Place Names Officer in incorporating some of this material.

Our Place Names Officer was also busy 
promoting the project at the Scottish 
and Irish place-names forums, via radio 
interviews, profile-raising lectures and 
talks to local groups. All this work is paying 
off: we were pleased to be approached 

Dr James January-McCann (second from right), Place Names Officer, spoke about the List, how to use it, and the 
problems we’ve faced in compiling it at the Welsh Place Names Society’s annual conference.

by Caerphilly and Pembrokeshire Councils 
asking for advice in naming new streets 
and buildings, as well as having discussions 
with a building contractor in another part of 
Wales regarding the naming of streets and 
buildings in one of their developments.
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Health 
and well-being                                         8

The Royal Commission offers activities and experiences that impact on the physical 
and mental health and well-being of our communities, working in partnership with 
appropriate organisations. One way in which we do this is through guided walks of areas 
of Wales with a rich archaeology or heritage, encouraging people with an interest in the 
historic environment to increase their physical activity.

This year, the Commission 
led guided walking tours 
around the site of the former 
rocket range at Ynyslas, 
near Borth, Ceredigion, for 
members of the Llandre 
Heritage Group taking in 
the remains of the technical 
site, rocket launch areas 
and remote and direct 
observation posts. The site 
was constructed towards 
the end of World War II 
and subsequently used 
for experiments in rocket 
technology that fed directly 
into the American space 
programme.

In the summer, staff from 
the CHERISH project led 
two guided walks at Dinas 
Dinlle hillfort – a family-
friendly walk in the morning 
and a full guided walk in 
the afternoon – and in 
September 2018 Royal 
Commission investigators 
led a walk focusing on the 
rich archaeology of Skomer 
Island.

Medwyn Parry (right), Archive and Library Officer, with members of the  
Llandre Heritage Group.

Louise Barker (in the high vis vest), Senior Investigator (Archaeology), leading 
one of the Dinas Dinlle walks.
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Memory Archive
We continue to promote our archive as a source of material to stimulate reminiscence for 
people living with dementia, in partnership with People’s Collection Wales and the National 
Library of Wales. 

The Commission has also led a similar 
‘Memory Archive’ project on the People’s 
Collection Wales website. This is a curated 
gallery (https://www.peoplescollection.
wales/users/29941) where collections are 

Health and well-being

The Royal Commission’s corporate website 
now has a dedicated ‘Memory Archive’ page 
(https://rcahmw.gov.uk/about-us/corporate-
information/equality-and-diversity/memory-
archive) with links to relevant archive 

material. Staff spoke at various events during 
the year, both to disseminate this work to the 
museums, archives and libraries sector and to 
demonstrate to healthcare professionals how 
to use our online resources. 

divided by decade into relevant themes 
based on feedback received from healthcare 
professionals about the type of subject 
that works best in memory stimulation and 
reminiscence exercises.

Reina van der Wiel, Executive Assistant, speaking at one of the ‘Living Memory’ workshops organised by the  
National Library of Wales.

https://www.peoplescollection.wales/users/29941
https://www.peoplescollection.wales/users/29941
https://rcahmw.gov.uk/about-us/corporate-information/equality-and-diversity/memory-archive
https://rcahmw.gov.uk/about-us/corporate-information/equality-and-diversity/memory-archive
https://rcahmw.gov.uk/about-us/corporate-information/equality-and-diversity/memory-archive
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Staff 
publications                                         9

Catling, C., monthly features, diary column ‘Sherds’ and the ‘Odd Socs’ feature, Current 
Archaeology.

———, bi-monthly diary column, Current World Archaeology. (The features published during 
2018-19 included ‘The Archaeology of Mines and Quarries’, ‘Hereford’s Medieval Houses’, 
‘The Buildings of Anglo-Saxon Britain’ and ‘Street Trees in Britain’.)

CHERISH, Newyddion CHERISH News 2 (July 2018).  
http://www.cherishproject.eu/en/resources/publications/newsletter/51-english/resources/
publications/news-letter/214-cherish-news-letter-2

———, Newyddion CHERISH News 3 (January 2019).  
http://www.cherishproject.eu/en/resources/publications/newsletter/51-english/resources/
publications/news-letter/225-cherish-news-letter-3

Coward, A. N., ‘Spiritual Journeys: “Purposeful Travel” and the Writings of the Reverend 
Edmund Jones (1702–1793)’, Studies in Travel Writing 22: 3 (September 2018), 254-73.

Driver, T., ‘New Finds and Fires: Capturing the Marks’, Heritage in Wales 67 (2018), 15-18.
 
———, ‘New Perspectives on the Architecture and Function of Welsh Hillforts and Defended 
Settlements’, Internet Archaeology 48 (2018). https://doi.org/10.11141/ia.48.9

Davies, J.L. and Driver, T., ‘The Romano-British Villa at Abermagwr, Ceredigion: Excavations 
2010-15’, Archaeologia Cambrensis 167 (2018), 143-219.

Driver, T., Cowley, D., Grady, D. and Winton, H. ‘Tracking the Ghosts of Summer: Aerial 
Archaeology in 2018’, British Archaeology, November-December (2018), 16-25.

January-McCann, J., ‘“Y Gwsanaeth Prydwysaidd yn y Gwledydd Yma”: Portrayals of 
Continental and English Catholicism in Sixteenth Century Wales’, in Proceedings of the 
Second European Symposium of Celtic Studies, ed. R. Karl and K. Möeller (Hagen Westfalia: 
Curach Bhán, 2018), pp. 7-18.

———, ‘“Yn Myned Allan Yn Wrychion o d[â]n”: Cofnod Cymraeg o Ddadreibiad Ar y 
Cyfandir Yn 1574’, Llên Cymru 41 (2018), 1-22.

———, ‘Y Rhestr o Enwau Lleoedd Hanesyddol - Beth Yw’r Diweddaraf?’, Cylchgrawn 
Cymdeithas Enwau Lleoedd 15 (2019), 10-11. 

http://www.cherishproject.eu/en/resources/publications/newsletter/51-english/resources/publications/
http://www.cherishproject.eu/en/resources/publications/newsletter/51-english/resources/publications/
http://www.cherishproject.eu/en/resources/publications/newsletter/51-english/resources/publications/
http://www.cherishproject.eu/en/resources/publications/newsletter/51-english/resources/publications/
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———, ‘Robert Gwyn o Benyberth: Ysgolheictod Ewropeaidd a’r Gymru Fodern Gynnar’, Y 
Traethodydd (2019), 210-18.

Lloyd, S., ‘Arthurian Place-names of Wales’, in Arthur in the Celtic Languages: The Arthurian 
Legend in Celtic Literatures and Traditions, eds. Ceridwen Lloyd-Morgan and Erich Poppe 
(Cardiff, University of Wales Press, 2019), pp. 231-44.

Singer, R., ‘Von Hay-on-Wye nach Blaenau Ffestiniog: Elmar Schenkels Reisen in Wales, 
1974–2010’ [‘From Hay-on-Wye to Blaenau Ffestiniog: Elmar Schenkel’s travels in Wales, 
1974-2010’], in Das Leben und die Seltsamen Abenteuer des Elmar Schenkel, aus Soest, 
Professor. Nicht von Ihm Selbst Verfasst, eds. Fleischhack, M., Ronthaler, J. & Welz, S. (Leipzig: 
Edition Hamouda, 2019), pp. 173-79.

Suggett, R., ‘Peasant Houses’, in The Oxford Handbook of Later Medieval Archaeology in 
Britain, eds. Christopher Gerrard and Alejandra Gutierrez (Oxford University Press, 2018), pp. 
226-41.

———, Review of Ann Benson, Troy House: A Tudor Estate across Time (University of Wales 
Press, 2017), Antiquaries Journal 98 (2018), 360-61.  

———, ‘Wales: The Fair Folk and the Charmers’ in Magical Folk: British and Irish Fairies 500 
AD to the Present, ed. Simon Young and Ceri Houlbrook (London, Gibson Square, 2018), pp. 
137-50.

———, ‘Welsh Dendrochronology Project – Phase Twenty-one’ with Daniel Miles et al., 
Vernacular Architecture 49 (2018), 144-45.

———, Welsh Witches: Narratives of Witchcraft and Magic from Sixteenth- and 
Seventeenth-century Wales (Atramentous Press, 2018). Introduction by Ronald Hutton.

———, ‘Searching for Old Houses’ [Audio CD], Lecture at the Drwm, Aberystwyth, Wales: 
National Library of Wales, 12 May 2018.

———, ‘Ceredigion’s Oldest Houses’ [Audio CD], Lecture at the Drwm Aberystwyth, Wales: 
National Library of Wales, 25 July 2018.

———, ‘Witches in Wales’ (2018) [Audio CD], Lecture at the Drwm, Aberystwyth, Wales: 
National Library of Wales, 31 October 2018.

———, ‘Witchcraft at Wern Wen: Interpreting a 19th-century Curse from north Wales’ with 
Catherine Rees, Current Archaeology 249 (February 2019).

Staff publications
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Contact 
us                                        10

We welcome enquiries in person at Aberystwyth, by post, e-mail or by phone, or through our 
free online service, Coflein. 

Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales
Ffordd Penglais | Penglais Road | Aberystwyth SY23 3BU
01970 621 200 
nmr.wales@rcahmw.gov.uk

See our website for further information:
www.rcahmw.gov.uk

Join the Friends of the Royal Commission to receive regular updates, give your opinions of 
our services and take part in special events: 

Telephone: 01970 621 248
Email: friends@rcahmw.gov.uk

mailto:nmr.wales%40rcahmw.gov.uk?subject=
https://www.rcahmw.gov.uk
mailto:friends%40rcahmw.gov.uk?subject=
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